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Charging Case™
Designed to charge,
store, secure, and carry
six Sphero BOLT or
Sphero SPRK+ robots.1

Specs: 150mm (H) x 207mm (W) x 428mm (L) | 3.2 kg

PC Locs makes life easier.
Safe & Easy Transport. Carrying Sphero
robots can feel like a juggling act, but
with the Sphero Charging Case, you’ll
never have to worry about dropping a
robot during transport. The compact and
light frame of the Sphero Charging Case,
coupled with sturdy carrying straps, makes
transportation safe and easy, even for
younger kids.

Neat and tidy. Say goodbye to tangled
cords. All of the charging cords are stored
in a separate compartment underneath the
inductive bases, keeping your charging case
neat and tidy 100% of the time.

Secure Storage. Your Sphero robots and
accessories won’t be wandering off. A
strong aluminium case and keyed lock
secure your valuable Sphero investment
when not in use.

Innovative Design. The open design of
the station allows users to easily see all six
Sphero robots during charging, even while
they’re securely locked away.

Space for Accessories. A separate
compartment in the front of the Sphero
Charging Case is designed to hold Sphero
accessories such as maze tape and
protractors.

Think Inside the Box
Reconfigure Current PC Locs Products.
Many of our mobile device charging
carts and stations feature a flexible, open
concept design that can hold STEM/
STEAM technology. Remove one or all of
the device racks or baskets to reconfigure
the charging cart or station to make
it suitable for charging, powering and
storing robotics, 3D printers, VR goggles
and much more.

Create a Mobile STEM/STEAM Lab.
Not enough Sphero robots to go
around? Our Sphero Charging Cases fit
perfectly inside several of our charging
carts, making it easy to convert a cart
into a mobile STEM/STEAM lab that
can be shared between classrooms.
And don’t forget, the cart can also
charge, store and secure all of the tech
housed inside so that your STEM/STEAM
equipment is always ready for use.

Additional Key Benefits
Efficient Charging. Clip the inductive charging bases
included with your Sphero BOLT or Sphero SPRK+
robots into the charging station to simultaneously
charge six robots.
Ultra Compact. We know that classroom space is
scarce. The Sphero Charging Case only takes up as
much desk space as a shoe box. Now that’s compact!
Perfect for Any Size STEM/STEAM Program. No
matter how big or small your Sphero Edu program is,
the Sphero Charging Case can help you charge, store,
secure and share Sphero robots quickly and easily.
Tough as Nails. Students can be rough on equipment,
but PC Locs products are built to last with a lifetime
warranty.2
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Specifications and images are for illustration purposes only. Final product may differ.
1 May not fit all devices. Please check the dimensions of the device. Contact us for details and compatibility. 2 Visit www.pclocs.com.au for details. 3 Free shipping to anywhere in Australia excluding shipping by barge.

